Press release

CUBUS LIVING RANGE WITH A MODERN LOOK
Design: Sebastian Desch

Pure nature: the cubus living range inspires with handcrafted details and a high level of wood expertise, and all this
is impressively accentuated by the characteristic 25 mm thick solid wood top. For wood lovers who want even more
physicality, TEAM 7 has now developed another top board version. With its remarkable thickness of 39 mm, it brings
the original strength and beauty of solid wood even more into focus – in terms of how it feels and how it looks. This
gives the cubus wall units a delightfully new and purely modern look that exudes a passion for solid wood and a dynamic appeal. Manufactured in ultramodern three-layer technology, this innovative construction also impresses with
tremendous structural stability and high load-bearing capacity.
Combined with a 39 mm thick panel, it is now possible to create impressive designs where the top board extends
beyond the element. The necessary fittings for the wall mounting are both sophisticated and hidden in the solid wood
panels. An optional integrated cable outlet in the top board, with a cable channel below it, makes wiring your home
entertainment equipment intuitively easy – even when the top board is projected without an element underneath.
Another plus: flush-mounted wooden panels pick up on the new material thickness and cut an excellent figure as a
base. With a height of 16 cm, they lift the element off the floor and give it a visual impression of lightness. The new dot
knob handle with end-grained wood front also wins points as a charming eye-catcher. It breaks up the cubic stylistic
elements and creates soft accents with a lively character.
With the new matt black aluminium frame doors in clear glass or smoked glass, TEAM 7 opens up further elegant possibilities for the individual design of wall units, highboards and sideboards. Both sides can be glass around
the framed corner, opening up interesting sightlines into and through the units and coordinating perfectly with all
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TEAM 7 wood types. Countersunk into the wooden element and concealed by the aluminium frame, the door hinges
move discreetly into the background. This allows the aluminium frame doors – supported by dimmable LED light strips
or dazzling spotlights – to reveal their full brightness.

Extended individual design scope for the cubus living range

New possibilities also for cubus pure
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